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Editors Note
Dearest Reader ! 
It is with great pleasure that I hereby introduce to You Issue No. 2 of Oceans Daily Magazine !  
The feedback to Issue No. 1 has been astounding,  so I am very exited to share this next issue with 
You.  
One of the main themes of this Issue is Sharks. I am proud to present Shark Conservationist 
Madison Stewart, working tirelessly protecting the animals she loves … 
I am also pleased to present an interview with Henrik Beha, founder of the danish organisation 
“Plastic Change”. 
Both are contributing passionately to a more sustainable future for the Oceans.  
I hope that You will enjoy reading this Issue as much as I have enjoyed creating it ! 
Thank You for Your interest in Oceans Daily ! 
Sincerely,  
Naja Bertolt Jensen 

All articles and interviews are conducted  
by Blue Reporter Naja Bertolt Jensen 

Executive Editor of Oceans Daily 
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Did You know ? 
The evolution of fish began somewhat 530 million 

years ago !
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The eldest fossilized fish is believed to have been 
swimming the seas of China about  

419 million years ago !
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Aquarium
Imprisonment of wild animals,- or a vital
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 Industry
 encounter with the world below surface? 

Photo by Andre Tan
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“How exactly should we consider the 
ethicality of Aquariums? 
In this article we will be discussing pro´s 
and con´s, as well as we will be taking 
different perspectives into consideration.”

Photo by David Clode
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Aquarium Industry 
     - Imprisonment of wild animals,- or a vital encounter with the world below surface?

But another way to look at this discussion is :  
If dolphinariums had not existed, - perhaps we would not be 
drawn to dolphins ? If dolphinariums had not existed, - we 
would not have been “transformed” in our mindset, - ready to 
release and protect dolphins in the wild, since we had not 
grown to understand and love these ocean beings ?  

This contrary perspective can be projected directly towards 
aquariums as well…  

Aquariums may be an extremely important source to grow an 
understanding and fascination for the underwater world.  
Baba Dioum once said :  
"In the end we will conserve only what we love; we will 
love only what we understand; and we will understand 
only what we are taught.”  
We need to understand the world below surface, to be able to 
love and protect it, - yet also an element of learning comes into 
the picture.  

This is an important element to consider in the industry of 
aquariums.  

Since humans, generally speaking, do not have a natural 
inherent understanding for the beings below surface, since 
they might appear from another world to us, - learning to 
understand and become fascinated by these beings becomes 
even more important. The importance of these ocean beings as 
well as the importance of the general existence of the oceans, - 
is something we need to be taught. And this element is 
important to consider when it comes to aquariums.  

Many people, young as well as old, visiting aquariums, will 
look at a fish, the same way as they would look at an 
earthworm… With a distant fascination, but not as a reflection, 
not necessarily as a first encounter with another living creature.  
Therefore, - facilitators at aquariums - facilitating an 
opportunity to experience an encounter with another being, 
can be an important necessity.  

The ethicality of Aquariums is a difficult subject, since there are 
many very strong opinions on this matter.  
Is it unethical imprisonment of wild animals, - some even 
threatened species, - or is it an important way to engage and 
display the beauty of the underwater world for people to find 
interest in protecting the oceans ?  

And the matter is anything but simple…  

      
     Photo by David Clode 

When discussing the aquarium industry, some people might 
draw a direct parallel to dolphinariums.  
This parallel, - often describing the unnatural circumstances in 
which these beings are being held - and how they suffer for 
humans pleasure, in stead of their own.  

Like for instance, - the sharks species that need to swim constantly 
in order for them to breathe and naturally would be able to roam 
the oceans, hunting for prey, - only have a limited space in 
aquariums, - and mostly they will be fed, with dead fish.   

Some animals in aquariums do also express stereotyped behavior, - 
which is a strong indicator that poor animal welfare is taking place.  

You can read more about stereotyped behavior by visiting 
www.OceansDaily.com  
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Creating an element or a “moment” of understanding or being drawn to the ocean, has the capability to create 
ocean ambassadors. This “moment” can facilitate a possibility for people to return home after the aquarium visit 
and make some new/different dissections - since they might have experienced something that shed a light on the 
ocean world, differently than what they might have experienced before.  

And this, - the facilitating of an opening in peoples mentality, can be very important for the future of the oceans.  

So aquariums might have the opportunity to use their voices, and facilitate an encounter between people and 
ocean beings, - that could create massive positive impact for the future of the oceans, - since knowledge can 
create change.  

Still the question about animal welfare is to be considered…  
Some people will argue that animals in aquariums, as mentioned earlier, will not live a “natural life”, and are 
therefore mistreated.  

And some aquariums do mistreat their animals, in other ways as well, - like for instance, too little space, wrong or 
too much/too little food, no treatment when sick, - or being “put down” far too late (suffering wise) etc..  

But... 
Many aquariums are doing a massive job, with highly passionate employees, taking care of the animals and also 
dedicated to conservation, - like for instance rehabilitating wild sick animals, and working tirelessly on improving 
the animal welfare in the different aquariums.

Of cause, the lucrative element is also dominating the perception of the 
aquarium industry.  
Aquariums earn money by displaying encaptured animals… - Can this be a 
good thing ? 

When aquariums choose to use their knowledge and voice, by working for 
Ocean Conservation, by displaying animal ambassadors for their ocean 
species, - and combining this with a facilitation between humans and the 
ocean beings, - then aquariums might have the power to change many 
peoples perception about the ocean, - hopefully, resulting in more people 
becoming passionate about the oceans and therefore keen on contributing to 
a more sustainable future for the oceans.  

But if aquariums do not strive to create change, - they only contribute by 
increasing the demand for wild animals, corals etc.  
An estimated 90% of all saltwater aquarium fish imported to the U.S. are 
caught by the usage of devastating Cyanide.  

These are, but few exampels of the discussion about aquariums ethicality. 
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“Many people, young as well as old, 
visiting Aquariums, will look at a fish, the 

same way as they would look at  
an earthworm…  

With a distant fascination, but not as a 
reflection, not necessarily as a first 

encounter with another living creature.”

Photo by Julien Lanoy

Aquarium Industry
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The Aquarium industry is a subject, 
perhaps without a clear result  
of right or wrong, since many 

factors are to be taken into 
consideration. 
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These factors may also vary as 
much from the individual person, 
as to the individual Aquarium and  

it´s choices.

Photo by Felipe Galvan

Aquarium Industry
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Did You know ? 
An estimated 50 million Sharks are 
caught as bycatch in commercial 

fisheries every year.
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Did You know ? 
An estimated 100 million sharks are  

killed annually ! 
Mainly due to the demand for  

“Shark fin soup”.

Cartoon by John Ø. Kristensen
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Photo by Perrin James
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Conservation

Interview with Shark Conservationist Madison Stewart



- Why have You chosen to fokus on  
Shark Conservation ? 

“I have chosen sharks because when 
I started no one else had, and 

because I love them, they are my 
favourite animals. It´s always been 

them that have drawn my attention.”

Photo by Juan Medina
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!e A" of Conservation
Interview with Shark Conservationist Madison Stewart

“I´m a filmmaker, seeing as most of my work revolves around that. In reality, I´m a homeless high school drop out´, that loves 
sharks and tries to save them anyway I can.”

How would You describe Your work to a complete stranger ?  
You’re gonna laugh, - but I usually tell people I´m a ´”barista”  
so I don’t have to explain it ! Haha, - I have no degree of 
qualification, so if I have to explain, I tell people I´m a 
filmmaker, seeing as most of my work revolves around that.  
In reality, I´m a homeless high school drop out´, that loves 
sharks and tries to save them anyway I can. 

How would You define Your mission ? 
My mission is to raise awareness and do whatever I can to 
prevent the total destruction of our sharks. It’s to change the 
way people see sharks and inspire them to change the world for 
the better.  

What or Who inspires You ?  
The first people who saved the planet,  - before conservation, 
inspire me. People like Rod Coronado, Valerie Taylor, etc.  
I am also inspired by documentaries and films.  

What do You hope to achieve ? 
I never really have a list of things I want to achieve. I´m happy to 
just make as much of a change to the world as I can without an 
end goal in mind, however for selfish reason I hope I can get 
my next documentary off the ground.  
 
How do You experience peoples reaction to Your work ? 
When I get to inspire people it’s the best day ever!  
When someone sends me a message, telling me what they’ve 
done or now know they can do because of me, - it’s a wonderful 
feeling.  
Though I also get a bad side of this… a lot of people hate me 
for what I do and personally attack me.  

Do You see Yourself as an Activist or Conservationist ? 
Both and none, I´m a firm believer that these terms should be 
normalized and everyone should be an activist and conservationist, ´-
that it´s not something we just call certain people, but something we 
expect from everyone.  
I would probably lean more towards activist, as some of the things I've 
done are quite forward and not always law biding.  

What compels You about the Ocean ? 
It´s where I grew up, it´s home, it´s where my father brought me and 
he taught me it was what mattered. 

Madison Stewart 
Shark Conservationist 

www.projecthiu.com 
Instagram: @sharkgirlmadison

Photo by Juan Medina



- Are You optimistic about the future 
for Sharks and the Ocean ?
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Photo by Perrin James

The Art of  
Conservation

“I am not right now, only because I know what we are 
seeing is already such a drastic decline of what the 
healthy ocean once was. But I´m hopeful for the 
power of humans to fight against the things 
destroying the planet”  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- Has Your approach to Shark 
conservation changed over the years ?
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Photo by Perrin James

The Art of  
Conservation

“Yes it really has, it´s got a lot more 
compassion now…  

I never ever thought I´d talk to shark 
fishermen and now I work with them 
and call them friends. I also spend 

less time trying to change government 
and policies, - and more time trying to 
inspire the public to do so. I’ve learnt 
that doing things for the right reasons 

with your heart in the right place is 
the only way to do them.” 
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- What advise do You wish to give the 
readers of Oceans Daily Magazine ?  
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Photo by Perrin James 

“You can make a difference, in Your 
every day life, in everything You do.  

I do what I do so I can inspire You… 
So please, become empowered and 

passionate and make tiny changes in 
Your everyday life that can help 

Sharks and help the Ocean!” 

The Art of  
Conservation
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Did You know ? 
Sharks have roamed the Oceans  

approx. 450 million Years !

One of the reasons for Sharks surviving  
5 major mass extinctions is for their  

unique and brilliant design !
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Did You know ? 
Sharks have tooth-like scales that enables 
them to break the water easier and use less 

energy swimming !

Did You know ? 
Approx. 40% of shark species are  

egg-laying, which is called “oviparity”. 
Approx. 60% of shark species give birth to 

live young, which is called “viviparity”.
Illustration by Mikkel Juul Jensen
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"FROM THE OCEAN
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S POINT OF VIEW”

Photo by Annie Spratt
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Communication 
Below Surface
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Photo by Colton Jones
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In this Article we will be seeking out some of the different methods ocean beings communicate below surface, - and discover if 
these methods can be understood by humans as well.  

Have You ever tried to talk to someone below surface ? 
 It´s not exactly easy to hear one another, - let alone to detect what is supposed to be the meaning of the blurred air bubbles, 
ascending towards the surface, containing Your voice vibrations.  

And being humans, we even have voices… What about the voiceless beings living below surface ? How do they 
communicate ?  
Do they even communicate ? If so - How ?  

If You go diving by a coral reef, clicks, buzzes, stones rolling in the current, sand sizzling on the sea bed and clasps from small fishes 
seeking out something eatable on the coral reef, - and loads of other sounds will fill your ears. Yet, of cause, a coral reef, is almost 
comparable with a busy capital, only below the surface. Though wherever you plunge into the ocean, sounds made by the ocean 
inhabitants will dominate the silence. 

“Le monde du silence” - “A Silent World”. 
This is the title of one of Jaques Cousteau's most famous 

movies… Though, the title may be misguiding, since 
what You will experience diving into the big blue,  

is anything but silence.
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Something we might also experience when submerging into the big 
blue, is a growing problem with huge consequences in our modern day… 
A problem which we have not seized a solution to handle, - noise from 
human activity, - like motors running, drilling etc. though, we wont be 
focusing on this issue now… 

Most of the sounds hearable for humans below surface, is not 
communication between the locals, - but mainly the locals dining…  

There are many different ways of communicating in the Ocean.  

But most of this communication between ocean inhabitants is at such a 
low frequency, that the human ear is not able to catch the vibrations. 
Bennies, Gobies, Sculpins are among those who communicate at very  
low frequencies. 

Photo by Tim Marshall

From The Oceans 
Point Of View
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Though is is possible for us to hear some ocean beings 
“conversations”.  

Take for instance the clownfish.   
At a first glance it appears to be a quiet little fellow, - though in 
fact, a quite noisy fish, with the ability to become really vexed 
with unwanted neighbors. 

Studies on clownfish communication, by combining X-Ray 
technology and High-Speed video showed that clownfish are able 
to produce 5 clicking sounds per second with their jaws.  

Also, it is almost concluded that the vibration and frequency of 
the clownfish clicks, differs for individual clownfish, - just like 
human voices are not alike ! 

It has been known for roughly 80 years, that clownfish “warn” 
their enemy or family by producing a clicking sound, when they 
feel threatened, since this in fact is possible for humans to hear.  

But how so ?  
Normally, fish would like to stay as quiet as possible, since 
making large sounds brings on attention, - like from unwanted 
predators. But the small clownfish has a unique advantage ! It 
has a symbiotic relationship with the posenous anemone that all 
other fish prefers to avoid.  

So this small fish, can be as loud as it likes, and can even use this 
as a major advantage, since a loud noise can fright off unwanted 
neighbors ! 

Different cases on how the popular clownfish uses this method of 
communication has been made, - and a quite spectacular story 
was revealed !  

Some ocean beings dont mind to wait for a meal…  
And one of these beings happens to be one of the fastest hunters 
in the ocean, - and the clownfishes “most dreadful enemy” - 
the frogfish ! 

The frogfish is a quiet, and at first glance slow being, that is 
believed to use one of the worlds most common ways of 
communication - by light, - which we will get back to later.  

Frogfish has found that trying to lure in clownfish, by using their 
“Biofluorescent Esca" - that resembles a worm on a fishing rod, - can 
be a quite rewarding strategy.  

Time after time, frogfish has been found, sitting next to the 
clownfishes anemone-home, though exactly distant enough to 
avoid the anemones stinging touch, - but close enough to pursue 
hypnotize or fool the clownfish to come close enough for the oceans 
fastest hunter to work its magic ! 

But some clownfish have discovered the frogfish “lunch strategy”, - 
and this seems to hurt the clownfishes feelings, - or rather, make 
them quite vexed with the sneaky predator.  

So it has been discovered, that clownfish sometimes communicate 
with one another, by producing these clicking sounds, to 
apparently, create a strategy to leave the anemone-safehouse 
together, and forge an attack to kill the predator, - before the 
predator catches itself a Nemo-snack ! 

This is an example on how communication is also vital for 
Ocean beings ! 
As mentioned before, it is still uncertain how exactly the frogfish 
communicate, but it is believed that they communicate to one 
another by using light… Something that has discovered to be one 
of the most popular methods of communication in all of the world. 

Producing light is also a vital way of communication ! 

In fact, bioluminescence is one of the most common forms of 
communication on this planet ! 
You are able to read about new results on shining a light on 
underwater communication by visiting OceansDaily.com 
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Most of the acknowledged communication  
below surface, is usually concerning  

these 4 things : 

Danger Alerts 
Luring in Prey  
Finding a Mate 

Scaring off Rivals 

Photo by Desmond Williams

From The Oceans 
Point Of View
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It has also been discovered that octopuses and groupers are able to communicate, - by the grouper pointing with its head, 
and wiggling its tail, and the octopus color-changing, - Yet another type of communication !

So, Ocean beings do communicate with one another, even across species, and there are many different 
types of communication below surface ! 

“Though, it is still fairly new 
territory for humans to 

understand, - and science is 
continuing to explore  
"the silent world”... 

Which perhaps is not so  
silent after all.”

Photo by Vlad Tchompalov

Though, it is also accepted by the scientific world to discuss the "higher intelligence" of ocean 
beings and their more complex ability to communicate, which we are still working on decoding.  

Take for instance the grouper and the moray eel…  

It was discovered that some ocean animals are able to communicate to create corporations between species, - something that was 
denied as a possibility only few years ago ! 

By using gestures, like the grouper shaking its head, - groupers and moray eels apparently tend to understand one another and team 
up to go and hunt on the reefs ! This type of communication is called “referential gestures”. 

From The Oceans 
Point Of View
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Did You know ? 

Approx. a billion people in the world are 
dependent on fish as their primary source  

of animal protein !
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Photo by Roman Nguyen
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A 
Fishermans 
Tale
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Photo by Claus Jensen
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“I am one of the last men on this Island to master the craft…”   

I remember a special situation when I was young. One day my father brought me with him to work. As a filmmaker he was 
meeting with a fisherman, whom was one of the last people in Dominica to master weaving a fish pod out of bamboo. 

In Dominica, - one does not discuss the weather so much. When it isn't rainy season or hurricane season - the weather is 
normally same, same. Sunshine - and the occasional drizzle that helped cool the environment and ensured the ongoing 
growth of the lush rainforest covering the Island.

This day was like any other - and as usual - we walked to reach our destination ... Scott’s 
Head. We lived at the foot of a mountain, below the village of Gallion, a small village 
placed on the far top of the rainforest covered mountain. Everything was in walking 
distance, - the village Soufriere ,where I attended the local school, and the fishing village 
Scott’s Head. So in fact, we did not need to walk that far. 

When we reached our destination - the fisherman’s storage rooms, painted Caribbean 
style with loads of different colors, - the fisherman awaited us. 

My father knew him quite well so they started out spending some time talking about   
life, - though in Dominica this is quite quickly done : 
“So, how are things going?” 
“It’s okay...” 
Pause 
“You?” 
“Yeah, okay...” 
Smile 
Then a longer pause before subject changing to what  
the purpose of the visit was about.  
Though everything in a quite slow tempo. 
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Photo by Claus Jensen

A Fishermans Tale

“I am one of the last men on this Island to 
master the craft…"  
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I was about 8 or 9 years at the time, and was excited to see the fisherman’s craft. 

My father told me that they would need to do some lighting checks and camera angels before he could start, - so I was 
allowed to go around the corner of the fisherman’s storage house and explore the beach. 
He needed not say this twice ! 

Off I went, to see if I could find something interesting that had washed ashore - or as I liked to imagine - the dolphins and 
water alfs had placed on the beach for me to find - as a gift from the Ocean. 

But turning around the corner, I quickly realized that I would probably not find that much,  
since the beach was full of different fishing boats and fishing nets getting cleaned by  
other fishermen - most of whom I knew. 

So instead I payed attention to the way the fishermen cared for their nets and boats -  
maintaining them, to make sure they lasted as long as possible. 

But a bit further down the beach I saw two young fishermen that I had never seen before.  
They were wearing beach pants and tank tops, and carried flippers and a mask. 
 They carried a harpoon and a wire, - where a horrible mixed bulk of juvenile lobsters, octopuses, parrotfish and  
flounders were hanging lifeless... 
The two young fishermen walked to a pickup truck, threw their gear in the back of the truck, and jumped inside, - rushing 
on to the next location.
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Photo by Claus Jensen

A Fishermans Tale

The usual fishermen in this area only used boats, rafts, - or fish pods. And most of the fishermen were actually incapable of 
swimming. 

So the “Undersea Hunters” - or spear fishers, normally came from other places around the Island - and they were growing 
to become a problem... 
Soufriere and Scott’s Head was situated around a giant blue bay - which was a marine protected area (MPA). Still, fishing 
did occur - but was limited and would target species like Silversides, Barracuda - Mahi-Mahi, and Swordfish, often at  
deeper waters or in the never calm Atlantic Ocean, around on the other side of Scott’s Head. 
But, the spear fishers were a problem, - since the only fish/animal they would target, would be the ones on shallow waters - 
 where the spear fishers were able to dive and shoot them. 
  This meant that they would actually target anything that moved - including sea turtles, stingrays etc.

For this reason, I actually disliked the spear fishers. 
I rushed back to my father and the fisherman, whom were now ready to start the 
recording. 
“Oh - good Your back - We will start the recordings now!” 
I sat down in the shade next to the fisherman, but far enough to avoid messing with 
the camera angles. 

“I learned this from my father - and his father taught him...” 
The fisherman began telling his story- about how he, as a boy began training the 
special craft of making fish pods. 

I remember that I was fascinated by his hands... his hands were huge, - and the 
 palm of his hands were almost covered in elephant like thick skin ...  
 I remember I thought : “it’s just like the foot soles of Uncle Dannyboy” 
  (A ship builder from the village - who always walked around  
 barefooted- and had done so ever since he was a kid, so his feet had  
 become really thick skinned !) 
And there was a reason for the fisherman having so dense skin in the palm of his 
hands... 
“Now, - let me show You how my craft is done!” 
He reached behind him, where a fresh pile of green bamboo was stacked. 
Apparently there was a specific reason for the filming taking place on that exact day, 
- since the moon and this period of the year was the right for harvesting the 
bamboo. If the harvesting took place any other time of year or month - the bamboo 
would be too weak to use for his craft. 

With precision, he took his knife and gently cut the end of the bamboo - and then, 
with his bare hands - he separated the strong flexible material -  
creating thin strong threads to weave with. 
He repeated this many times - and at first he did a slow demonstration,  
- but then he switched to his usual tempo - which was extraordinary fast !
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When he finished, he had created a small pile of raw material, - and then he began weaving. 

While he was weaving the first part of the fish pod, he explained how this technique was inherited, all the way from his slave ancestors. 
The slavemasters would allow the slaves to grow themselves some herbs in kitchen gardens, - and would allow the men to fish -
sometimes. 
Though not much time was given - so the best way to make sure to catch fish, was to make and use fish pods ! 

But like many other things, - when time passes - crafts and everyday patterns becomes memories, and then later, memories becomes 
stories.



I think the fisherman had woven a fish pod in less than a day ! 
The beautiful shape and pattern was fascinating ! Both of sight and in action. 

When the fish pod is to be used, - four or more big stones are tight onto the fish pod, in order for it to sink. A line is also attached - with 
something buoyant at the other end, - to indicate the fish pods whereabouts! 
Then the fish pod is lowered into the ocean, containing some bits of coconuts as a snack to lure in fish, - unconscious of the consequences 
when entering the fish pod.  
Some animals, like octopuses, - have discovered that they can squeeze inside and eat the confused imprisoned fish, - and then hurry out 
again, leaving an empty fish pod for the fishermen. But usually there are fishes in the pod for the fishermen.

Photo by Claus Jensen

A Fishermans Tale



When the fisherman had finished the pod, he looked at it and smiled to the camera and said :   
“So, here we have it. Now it’s finished”. 

My father stopped the camera and we all smiled, greeting our respects though eye contact. 

“Would you like to try?”  
He looked at me and took some new bamboo. I nodded… But WAOU, - I quickly lost my patience !  
The hard bamboo cut the palms of my child hands, - and they were simply not strong enough to bend the bamboo...  
But we had a good laugh about it. 

After my dad had finished packing up his camera equipment, we walked to a small shop and found two cold beers and a Fanta. 
We sat down by a plastic table. Once the table had been white, but the exposure to sunlight had turned the table more yellowish…  
But the view was great. We watched the part of the beach where I walked earlier on, where I watched the fishermen and saw the spear 
fishers.  

Photo by Claus Jensen
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“You see the men over there ?”  
The fisherman asked, pointing with his beer in a direction towards some young men walking on the beach. 

“They would never use fish pods. They don’t have the patience of a fisherman but use modern equipment, - shooting the fish, 
not caring what kind, - just everything! It’s because of modern tings like that, - no one can craft a fish pod any longer… and 
there are not so many fishes left. They catch much more, including stuff no one eats, and they can’t even sell at the fish market.” 
Then he was quiet. 

I remember thinking about his words while I was drinking my Fanta, looking at the beach and bay, - watching the young men leaving by 
car, and the traditional fishermen maintaining their boats.  

I realized that the primary change, was the need for catching fish faster and faster. Fish pods needed patience - a raft or a boat was a bit 
faster. The spear fishers were quickly catching everything moving in the marine reserve....  

Though, this was before I knew anything about commercial fishing. 

A Fishermans Tale

Photo by Claus Jensen
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Photo by Claus Jensen

A Fishermans Tale
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Did You know ? 

Killer Whales stay in family groups called pods,  
of up to 40 individuals ! 

These family´s food preferences varies a lot - 
some like to eat fish, others like to catch and  

eat small marine mammals !

Photo by Tim Cole
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On a Mission f

Plastic
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or the Future

 Change

Photo by Andrei Ciobanu
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Photo by Tobias Tullius

“By motivating the movement and 
presenting solutions, we can foresee 

that we will be able to break the 
current growing curve of  

plastic pollution”  
- Henrik Beha / Plastic Change
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“On a Mission for the Future”  
An Interview with Henrik Beha - Plastic Change

“I am an environmental biologist and combined my education with policy studies.  
I always worked to safeguard the environment.”

Please, tell us a little about the origin of the Plastic Change 
Organisation ...  
I am an environmental biologist and combined my education 
with policy studies. I always worked to safeguard the 
environment. I worked for Greenpeace as a campaigner.  
After many years of campaigning, I decided to go through a 
visionary process to figure out what was the most needed.  
NGO and plastic pollution came up.  
When sailing the worlds oceans I have seen the rising plastic 
pollution and thought addressing this specific problem was 
needed.  
When I mentioned the word microplastic five years ago, - no 
one knew what I was talking about. That has changed and today 
Plastic Change is a permanent partner nationally in Denmark 
and globally working as partner in the steering group of the 
“Break free from Plastic” movement, - and as UN partner having 
observatory status there.  

How would You define Your mission ? And what focus do You 
have, when bringing Awareness to Plastic Pollution ? 
Our mission is to document the problem regarding plastic 
pollution. We transform the knowledge into building a 
movement, with the power to engage politicians globally, and 
finally present systemic solutions that can show the way out of 
the plastic crisis we experience today.  
We have now succeeded in raising awareness about plastic 
pollution globally. A strong public voice is rising right now and 
we wish to transform that power into real changes. We believe 
in good examples and that, for instance, a small country like 
Denmark can contribute significantly to the global need for 
answers by implementing these solutions on a national scale.  
Already today we know that delegations visit Denmark to learn 
about our wind energy and ecological food production. 
 This will also be the case regarding the future, on how to phase 
out plastic from incineration (Incineration : contributes to 
climate change by sending a lot of CO2 into the air.) 

We shall reach this paradigm shift by introducing long term systemic 
solutions to our use of single use plastic. Already now we export our 
system and deposit scheme on plastic bottles. All together we focus 
on solutions and consider the main documentation part and raising 
awareness done. By motivating the movement and presenting 
solutions we can foresee that we will be able to break the current 
growing curve of plastic pollution.  

Why did You choose to focus on Ocean Pollution ?  
Oceans are natural sinks of plastic pollution. Water runoff via 
waterways and surface areas will lead plastic into the oceans. Today we 
find plastic no matter where we look in the Oceans.  
Having said that, the oceans are a symbol, a mirror of our act. We have 
polluted our oceans, the food-chains, - and we know now that plastic 
is ending up at our own plates. We eat and shit plastic as a 
boomerang consequence of our uncontrolled use of plastic. We have 
introduced and distributed plastic, often packaging and single use, 
worldvide without any system, or any idea about how to cut the future 
production and stem the growing tide neither plastic entering our 
natural systems. We must use the knowledge about ocean pollution 
to ask ourselves questions on land. How can we reduce production 
and consumption of plastic in the future and not as predicted produce 
much more plastic in the future. IF we continue as today, the growing 
production and consumption will lead to a situation in 2050 where 
13% of our carbon budget is used by plastic.  
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What is Your main focus in the business of Plastic Pollution ?  
Our business is very much focused at individual partners and sponsorships, but also to a large 
extent our strategic partnerships. Individuals and sponsoring companies are helping Plastic 
Change a lot. We see many Plastic Change agent initiatives where ordinary people for example 
organizes “Ocean Run’s” to collect money for our work. A substantial part of our income also 
derives from our strategical partnerships. Together with companies like LIDL, Rema1000 and 
Carlsberg, we develop real solutions to be implemented in our daily lives.  
Everything is taken to the policy level. 

Does Plastic Change messages, as well as mission, apply to some segments rather than others ? 
If so, who is Your main target group ?  
Well, we are ocean connected and many sub groups following us are users of the ocean,-   
but the overall picture of our target group is the general public. 

Many students follow us and use our learning material. Others 
are the more general public who follow us at social media. Our 
aim is to engage families and everybody who wants to see a 
societal change, when it comes to overconsumption and  
reuse of plastic. People who believe that together we can  
make a change, - a plastic change, by supporting each  
others actions.  

With Whom do You collaborate and why ?  
Our main collaboration happens within the global movement for 
Plastic Change, the “Break free form Plastic” movement. It’s 
1600 organisations worldwide coordinating our strategies to 
combat Plastic pollution, especially single use plastic, and 
creating a global momentum in the policy Foras by paving the 
way, supported by the public movement.Other important 
partners are experts in the governments, policy makers in the 
UN, EU and Danish parliament. Also larger progressive industries 
are becoming our partners. 

What do You hope to achieve ?  
We need change at the biggest scale to create a sustainable production and use of plastic in the 
future. We must bend the curve of plastic pollution of our nature and we will only achieve this, if 
we consume and produce less plastic in the future. We produce 1 million plastic bottles every 
minute and the production only seems to be growing. Changing our single use culture into a 
more sustainable culture where we use products again and again and stop using single use 
plastic is crucial and the tipping point for turning the tide on plastic is now. Our ecosystems can’t 
afford more microplastic. Our climate can’t afford more greenhouse gasses from burning plastic. 
Now is the time. 
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Be The Change

Photo by Doruk Yemenici

Does Your work intend to enhance conscious consuming ? If so, - how ?  
Conscious consuming has a great policy power. Every single one of us can make a difference! When we, for instance, ask 
questions to our supermarkets, our municipalities, our local or national politicians, and ask “why do we need all that 
plastic wrapping and all these plastic bags?” we contibute to change. The movement is growing and asking for the 
needed changes. We are here to make those changes systemic and instrumental. To make them work in the right 
direction and not for example create another problem while we for instance substitute with a lot of single use paper 
solutions, - which would create another heavy impact on our ecosystems.  

How do You experience peoples reaction to Your work and efforts ?  
Truly positive. We receive so much positive interest, so many positive questions from the public, from all segments of our 
society. Media is sticking seriously to the agenda, not leaving us behind and in between we also win some great prizes 
and nominations. 
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“Yes and no. I am the father of three sons.  
I am a part of the generations that have managed 
to pollute our oceans generally with plastic in 
only sixty years! And I am now experiencing 
Plastic Change being a part of the fastest rising 
environmental movement, maybe ever.

Are You optimistic about  
the future of the Ocean ?

The issue of plastic pollution is on everybody's lips,  
- and I am, we are, pretty proud of being a part of this.  

With this success comes a huge responsibility to turn 
the power of the movement into real politics, as we 
have just seen in the EU Single Use Plastic Directive, 
that will lead to comprehensive reductions of plastic in 
our oceans and set the standard globally.”  
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Be The Change
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“Join us in the fight against plastic pollution and 
activate Your inner activist to support the movement.  
Small steps do create great societal changes.  
Always bring Your personal reusable water bottle and 
shopping bag.  
Start asking Yourself and Your surroundings questions, 
- like : “Do I really need this plastic bag?” and maybe in 
the grocery store or the supermarket, ask why there is 
so much wrapping around Your products. Ask Your 
local supplier to reduce the footprint of plastic.  
By tapping in and making personal statements we will 
start those small rings in the water that will create the 
bigger waves in the future.” 

What advise do You wish to give the 
readers of Oceans Daily Magazine ? 
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What ends up in the Oceans…

Did You Know ?  
An estimated 236,000 tonnes of 

microplastic enters the  
Oceans annually. 
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Ends up in You !

Illustration by Mikkel Juul Jensen
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Sea Turtles 
- Priceless Beauties
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Sea Turtles 
      - Priceless Beauties

“In this Article we will discover some of the main reasons why Sea Turtles  
are listed as Endangered Species, if Sea Turtles are important,  

and what we can do as individuals to contribute  
to a more sustainable future for Sea Turtles.”

The Sea Turtle, - A very characteristic beautiful animal that has 
roamed the Oceans for merely 100 million Years, - since the 
time of the dinosaurs. Once, millions of Sea Turtles inhabited 
the oceans, - but unfortunately today, almost all 7 Sea Turtle 
species are listed as endangered species.  
Why exactly ? And does it matter ? Aren't Sea Turtles just eye-
candy for humans and “Instagram feeds”, - or are they vital for 
the balance of the Oceans ecosystem ? 

At first : What is a Sea Turtle ? 
Sea Turtles are rather large, reptiles that inhabit the oceans. 
They breathe air and need to go ashore to nest (lay their eggs). 
Otherwise, they stay below surface, - feed on jellyfish, soft 
corals, fish and more.  

They can grow very old, (approx. 50+ years old) - and in their 
lifespand, they face many threats, - most of which are directly 
human caused.  

Sea Turtles are beautiful, elegant beings, that has inspired 
mankind though centuries. Sea Turtles are by many cultures 
considered to have a mythological and spiritual importance, as 
they for instance appear in folklore and myths, many places 
around the world, - to mention a few : the Caribbean, in Africa, 
Peru, and Hawaii.  

Though these sentient beings, has also been targeted by other 
human cultures though centuries.  

In Cape Verde, many old traditions for using sea turtles to create 
“traditional medicine” exist. An example is drinking the blood 
from the freshly slaughtered sea turtle, - which was/is believed to 
increase longevity and also a treatment of Asthma, Anemia & 
Thrombosis.  

China also uses sea turtles for “traditional medical treatment”…

The birth of using traditional medicine, - was a combination of 
ignorance as well as superstition. China, has been using sea 
turtles for medicine for thousands of Years, - and it was believed 
to cure anything spanning from a deadly disease to a boring sex-
life. Though as time has passed, knowledge has grown, - and 
today, all of these theories as well as beliefs has been proven to 
fail. Though unfortunately, - the traditional mindsets domination 
in the Chinese culture, combined with a growing population and 
middle class, - is a dangerous cocktail, - since this is nurturing the 
demand for sea turtles.  

Using traditional Sea Turtle medicine was some thousand years 
ago, only an option for the society elite - which ment, the demand 
for sea turtles was at a, if one shall say so, “tolerant” level…  
But today, - the Chinese population is growing vastly, and the 
middleclass can afford to buy sea turtle medicine. And since Sea 
Turtle medicine was once only an option for the society elite, the 
upcoming level of the society want to be able to do the same as 
their superiors though out generations. Therefore, traditional Sea 
turtle medicine has become popular and somewhat normal 
consumption, which means this poses an enormous threat to sea 
turtles, and is contributing to drive them towards extinction.  

But this is not the only threat to the existence of sea turtles.  
Many places around the globe, sea turtles are targeted for their 
meat, as well as their eggs. 
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This makes sea turtles vulnerable, - especially in the periode when the females go ashore to nest.  

In Mexico, thousands of people annually journey to the coastal regions at Easter time, searching for female Sea Turtles. During this 
single week, in this isolated region, an estimated 5.000 sea turtles are killed for consumption.  

This is only one example on how the consumption of sea turtles and their eggs, also plays an enormous part of Sea Turtles facing 
extinction. 

Until the 1970´s, Sea Turtle soup was also a popular delicacy in Europe, - this ended when Sea Turtles were recognized as 
endangered species…  
However, - still today, Europeans also contribute to the demand for Sea Turtles, - by for instance, sometimes unknowingly, buying 
jewelry and other exotic decor, made from Sea Turtles beautiful shells.  

“It is estimated that the Hawksbill  
Sea Turtle population has declined   
90 % during the past 100 years !” 
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The Sea Turtle specie targeted the most for its shell is the “Hawksbill Sea Turtle”.  Due to the demand of jewelry and other exotic 
luxury, also sold on the black market, made from the Hawksbills shell, it is estimated that the Hawksbill Sea Turtle population has 
declined by 90 % during the past 100 years ! 
Yet another threat to Sea Turtles…  

When discussing issues and dangers to Sea Turtles, it is impossible to leave out the perhaps two greatest threats posed to  
sea turtles : Commercial fishing and Plastic.  
Every single year an estimation of hundreds of thousands of Sea Turtles die, due to fishing activity. This ranges from high scale 
commercial longline and trawl fishing, to small scale fishermen catching Sea Turtles around the globe.  

There has been made some estimations for the mortality rate of sea turtles in the fishing industry, - and the numbers are 
ungraspable !

“50.000 leatherbacks & 200.000 
loggerheads are captured/killed  

by longlines.  
150.000 Sea Turtles are killed in  

ship trawls, - and the mortality number 
for gillnets remains unknown.” 

Sea Turtles - 
Priceless Beauties
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Since the fishing industry poses such an enormous threat to Sea Turtles, there are many initiatives to find solutions to save some 
Sea Turtles from being killed by the fishing industry.  
A brilliant example is TED (Turtle Excluder Devices). TED is an invention for the shrimp trawl industry, to be able to naturally exclude 
the Sea Turtle from the small ships, by simply creating a opening in the trawl nets, - that Sea Turtles are able to push themselves 
though with their hard shells ! 

The last issue this editorial will mention, is plastic and Sea Turtles.  
(There are other issues like Climate Change, Oil spills, artificial lighting, invasive species etc. also affecting sea turtles, which you 
can find more information about by visiting OceansDaily.com) 

Since many Sea Turtles mainly consume jellyfish, - the looks of plastic can often be mistaken as a jellyfish of sorts.  
Several studies made the past years, proved every sea turtle participating in the studies had consumed plastic. 
And a recent study suggested that even one single piece of plastic could be deadly to the Sea Turtle that consumed it… 
 You can find these studies on www.OceansDaily.com
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When looking into all the threats posed to Sea Turtles, and how they have declined as species only the past 100 years, the future 
looks very gloomy for Sea Turtles…  

They are for instance some of the most important species in the puzzle on regulating the amount of jellyfish, - in order for the ocean 
to avoid jellification, - which would cause severe problems if it should become a reality. You are able to read about “Jellification” in 
Oceans Daily Magazine Issue No. 1.  

So it is of outmost importance that we make sure Sea Turtles will not go extinct !

But You can make a difference ! 
In the intro of this Article, the importance 

of Sea Turtles was questioned…  
The simple answer :  

Sea Turtles are vital for the Oceans 
functioning of the ecosystem ! 
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Sea Turtles - 
Priceless Beauties
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5 suggestions  
What You can do to be the change,  

and contribute to a more sustainable future for 
Sea Turtles !

Become a Conscious Consumer & Choose Sustainable Seafood 
Research where Your seafood comes from, choose seafood that comes from aquaculture, - 

or choose fish caught sustainably by more controlled fishing methods.  
Find helpful methods at OceansDaily.com

Be aware and try avoid using large amounts of Chemicals 
The chemicals you use on land, will eventually end up in the ocean. New studies prove, 

that chemicals originating from land, causes ocean animals dying, - including Sea Turtles. 
So try to avoid using a large amount of chemicals. 

Avoid buying Sea Turtle souvenirs 
When traveling, avoid buying Sea Turtle souvenirs like jewelry, dried Sea Turtles, hairpins 

etc. since buying would support the illegal poaching of Sea Turtles. 
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Refuse single use plastic, reduce the amount of garbage You produce  
& help clean up trash 

Plastic poses a major threat to Sea Turtles as mentioned above. By refusing single use plastic, you actively 
send a message to the producers that you wish for more sustainable solutions for the future !  
And if You help clean up some of the trash You find on Your way, that is less trash in the ocean. 

 An estimation of 80% of all waste in the Ocean comes from land.

Take care of the beach and the ocean 
When bathing in the ocean, - remember the oceans are connected, and we all share 

the same water !  
Take care of the ocean, and take care of the beach.  

Leave it as You found it, or help clean it up if needed.  

Photo by Mitch Meyers

Sea Turtles - 
Priceless Beauties
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Did You know ? 

Fish have an additional super sense ! 
The lateral line enables fish to sense fine 

movement in the water.  

As an example, the sense helps them to avoid 
swimming into one another when in big shoals !

Photo by Liam Briese
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CORAL
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CRISIS
Photo by Daniel Hjalmarsson
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Coral Reefs - The capitals of the underwater world. 
Covering less than 0,1% of the worlds Oceans, an impressive 25% of all known Ocean species inhabit coral reefs ! From space, it is 
even possible to see the worlds largest coral reef - the Great Barrier Reef ! 

Forming impressive hideaways and homes, serving as food and protecting coastlines from wave damages, among lots of other 
things - corals make up a vital part of the eco-system! 

But unfortunately coral reefs are under massive pressure due to climate change.  

According to a new report made by “Reefs at Risk Revisited” an estimated 75 percent of the worlds coral reefs are currently under 
threat.  

But what exactly are they threatened by ? And what will happen ?

Coral Reefs are under massive pressure due to  
climate change.  

This Article will dive into this severe issue, and we shall 
try to get a grasp around the consequences, as well as 

the possibilities of a more positive future for coral reefs.
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Lets start from the beginning…  
At a glance, corals may look like plants, - but corals are rather complex animals. Related to sea anemones and jellyfish, - a coral 
polyp looks remarkable alike, - just tiny… Microscopic to be exact. But when placing a coral polyp underneath a microscope, - You 
will find the small animal looking exactly like a sea anemone.  

This coral polyp will build a skeleton around its vulnerable self. This skeleton can be soft or hard.  

Hard skeletoned corals are the type of corals also called “reef builders”. Soft corals are the magical waving “plant-looking” corals, - 
often placed on top of reefs, gripping on to rocks and moving along with the currents.  
When a coral builds up its home, - it needs to grow ! But the way corals grow is quite unique, - since the first coral polyp actually 
clones itself and thereby builds up a huge team, - consisting of hundreds, - sometimes thousands of coral polyps. Though growing 
is a fairly slow proces for corals. 

Photo by Marek Okon

The Everyday life of 
Climate Change
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A coral, depending on which specie, only 
grows 0,3mm - 2cm annually !  

This slow growing process results in reefs 
and atolls (depending on their size) can take 

from 100,000 to 30,000,000 years  
to build up and fully form !

Photo by Tomoe Steineck
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Coral polyps also needs help from others to exist…  
Since they are not able to find food all by themselves ! 

So corals has found their match made in heaven… They have 
partnered up with Algae.  

With the interesting name “Zooxanthellae” (zo-uh-zan-thuh-lay), 
the plant-like organisms resides well protected inside the corals 
tissues.  

In return the Algae provides the coral polyp with food by 
producing a type of waste product after the photosynthesis 
process - which insures the coral polyps existence. 

Though the vital need for this relationship is also a part of 
the problem…  

If the coral becomes stressed, the Algae will be thrown out, or 
move out, of the corals tissues.  

This stress can occur from a lot of things :  
A rise or a fall in ocean temperatures, - pollution, too much 
sunlight, - among other things. So if the coral becomes stressed 
the Algae will simply leave its coral home, and find somewhere 
else to reside where it finds the temperature and stress-level 
more suitable.  

This is the point where the coral becomes white…  
The coral is not dead immediately - this takes longer time since 
the actually cause of death is due to starvation. 

This color changing cause can be surprising. When looking at 
coral reefs, - You will find Yourself struck by all the beautiful colors 
corals wear. 

But in fact, - these colors belongs to the Algae, since the coral 
polyp itself is almost see though, and the coral skeleton is white. 
This means, that when a coral is bleaching, it is the process in which 
the algae moves out of the coral, leaving it pale white.  

But corals dont necessarily die when they have been bleached. 
It has been known that Algae returnes to corals, if the conditions 
quickly changes to the better. Then the corals will be fed by the 
algae once again and thereby the coral are saved from the 
bleaching event.  

Unfortunately many coral bleaching events has uncured the 
last 20 years…  
In fact, research finds that severe coral bleaching is occurring five 
times more frequently that somewhat 40 years ago. 

An example of a severe coral bleaching event is the 2015-16 
bleaching in Christmas Island (Kiritimati).  
The oceans became hotter, and remained hotter for about 10 
months. This resulted in a mass death of corals - 90% of all the 
corals died, due to this long term shift in conditions.  

Wordwide, we have lost nearly 50 percent of all coral reefs 
over the past 30 years… 
 And it is believed that approx. 90 percent of all the world corals  
will be dead in 2050.  
When reading statistics, - it is almost impossible 
to find any glimmer of hope 
in this Coral Crisis…  
But there are some 
hope spots ! 
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The Everyday life of 
Climate Change
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Super 
Scientists are working hard, working on breeding corals that can resist climate change. Scientists have gained successful results, - 
and as Professor Madeleine van Oppen, from the Australian Institute of Marine Science and the University of Melbourne once 
quoted : “It is a story of hope, rather than saying ‘it’s all going to die and there’s nothing we can do about it’”. 

Though, many scientists remains skeptical about the “super coral creation”, - their argument being that super corals does  
not solve the coral bleaching crisis.  

But knowing that conditions for coral reefs enviably will worsen the next 20 years, - working on breeding super corals  
might not be the worse to do.  

As mentioned briefly earlier in this editorial, there are many important aspects of preserving and protecting coral reefs.  
They are home to 25% of all known marine species, - they are the undersea rainforests and provides clean oxygen for humans as 
well, - they keep the marine eco-system at balance, they might also withhold the answers to many medical questions, and they 
provide livelihoods for more that 500 million people globally, - to mention but a few of the important reasons for doing our 
outmost to save coral reefs. 
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Corals
Studies have shown, that we, no matter how hard we work on reversing the rising ocean temperatures, lowering pollution etc. will 
loose more corals the upcoming years. So breeding and growing super corals, and “planting” these super corals among the 
stressed corals, - could be a part of the solution.  

You might be wandering… 
“Can I do anything to support a more sustainable future for coral reefs no matter where I live in the world ?”  

The answer is simpel “Yes!”  

Our oceans are connected - so wherever You are, - You will be able to contribute to corals future ! 
If You are interested in discovering suggestions on how You can contribute, visit OceansDaily.com

The Everyday life of 
Climate Change
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Did You know ? 

The Oceans provides us with more than 50% of the 
oxygen we breathe. 

“No Ocean, No Life, No Blue, No Green,  
No Ocean, No Us” 

- Sylvia A. Earle
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Cartoon by John Ø. Kristensen
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